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ABSTRACT. The Antarctic environment has undergone significant localenvironmental damage and degradation, with
nationsrebuilding, expanding, or developing stationsandbases.The Australian Antarctic Division'sten-year(1985-95)
A$76.704 million programme of rebuilding and expanding stationsin Australian Antarctic Territory is representative
of a continent-wide increasein station numbers and impact,increasing station size, human numbers,lengthsof roads,
buildings, waste material production, and energy requirements. Environmental planningand impactassessment have
notbeenincorporated inofficial decision-making; human activitiesat Australian Antarctic Territorystationshadserious
impactson thelimitedice-freelandand localflora andfauna. Casey,a re-developed station,is examinedwithreference
to environmental planningand management under Antarctic Treaty obligations and recent Australian environmental
legislation. Recommendations includethe settingupof an Australian Antarctic Resources Committeeresponsible inter
alia forenvironmental planning and management, including regional andstation management plansand cumulative and
environmental impactassessment for all Antarcticoperations.
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Introduction
Antarctica's very limited ice-free terrestrial environment
issubjectto increasing human impactas nationsrebuildor
expand over-wintering stations and summer bases. All
nationsacceding to the Antarctic Treaty, signed in 1959,
were required under Article IX(2) to conduct research
activity 'including the establishment of stations or the
dispatchof a scientific expedition', in order to becomean
AntarcticTreaty Consultative Party (ATCP). Although
this requirement was removed in 1977, new parties have
continued to construct stations. Because the Antarctic
Treatydoesnotprovideprescriptive adviceon thesitingof
stations, increased numbers of ATCPsand the numberof
states acceding to the Antarctic Treaty since 1977 have
exacerbated environmental impactwith the expansion of
facilities.
Currently22 nations operate44 stationsand about45
summer bases in the Antarctic Treaty area. Summerand
winter populations are in the order of 2700 and 800
respectively. Someare concentrated in small areas (nota
bly King George Island and Ross Island). Increased
human activity associated with Antarctic stations and
bases has resulted in significant localized environmental
damage and degradation to the terrestrial environment
(Bonner 1984; Benninghoff and Bonner 1985).

Australian Antarctic Territory (AA1) has eight sta
tionsand 12bases (1988) of whichthree stationsand two
bases are operated by Australia, the rest by USSR. The
Australian ten-year programme (1985-95) of rebuilding
and expanding its three permanent stations Casey,
Mawson and Davis, on a budget of A$76.704 million
(Australia 1988), involves a growing environmental im
pact. Theprogrammewillincreasethe size of stationsand
the number of buildings and personnel, the length and
complexity of roads, and the amounts of waste material
and consumed energy.
This article examinesa conspicuous lack of environ
mental planning and management (EPM) at Casey, and
recommends EPMinallfutureAustralian Antarctic opera
tions, under an independent Australian Antarctic Re
sources Commiuee with responsibility for management
planning and environmental and cumulative impact as
sessments.
Growth of human impact
Human activity on continental Antarctica began in 1898
whenBorchgrevink first wintered onland. Withinthenext
60 years exploration was limited to small parties with
concentrated facilities. Stationlocationsweremostlysites
accessible from the sea and free from summersnow. On
a continental scale the impact of these expeditions was
minimal. Within this early period only two stations were
builtin AAT, for Mawson's Australasian AntarcticExpe
dition (Chester 1986) at Cape Denison in 1911, and
Mawson, the first ANARE station,in HolmeBay in 1954
(Law 1983).
From the International Geophysical Year (IGY) of
1958-59 the numbers, size and impact of Antarctic sta
tions increased substantially. For IGY some 50 were
established continent-wide (Benninghoff and Bonner
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1985:16):withinAAT,Australia, USSRand USArespectively established Davis, Minty and Wilkes on the coast,
and several smaller field stations, and USSR established
Vostok inland.
After IGY several stations were maintained in use.
Over the years the populations of surviving stations and
their successors have tended to grow, their facilities and
infrastructure expanded, and their impact on the ice-free
terrestrial environment increased. During the late 1960s
and '70s temporarystationsof lGY vintagebecame structurally unsound, and permanent stations involving heavy
construction materials, and requiring elaborate construction machinery and facilities, were built to replace them.
Some of these are again due for replacement. Succession
is illustrated in the NewcombeBay region, Wilkes Land.
Wilkes, on Clark Peninsula, was built of temporarymaterials for lGY by the US and abandonedafter a year's use.
It was usedby Australiafor fouryearswhilea new station,
Casey, was being built on nearby Bailey Peninsula (Fig.
1), and finally abandoned in 1969. 'Old' Casey was
recently (1986-87) replaced by a new building complex
on a third site in the area (see below).
From about 1977therewasa significantincreasein the
number of states acceding to the AntarcticTreaty, including several with ATCPstatus. In AAT the scale of Soviet
operations exceeded that of Australia. On Antarctic
Peninsula Argentine and Chilean parties included families. Stations became polar townships with associated
infrastructure, some including such cost-recovery activities as tourism (Headland and Keage 1985).
From the 1970s onward environmental planning and
impact legislation, including land and water resources
planning, pollution control, and environmental impact
assessment came to be accepted in Australia (Buckley
1988: 206; Bates 1983: 8). An Australian Environment
Council wascreated to co-ordinatefederal and state envi-
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ronmental matters. The state of Victoria introduced the
Environment Protection Act in 1970 and New South
Wales introducedits Planningand EnvironmentCommission Act in 1974 (Bates 1983). In 1974 the federal
government introduced the Environment Protection
(Impactof Proposals)Act,whichprovidesfor theenvironmental impact of proposed Australian activities in the
Antarctic,and the AustralianNational Parks and Wildlife
Servicewascreatedin 1975to establishand manageparks
and reserves over land and sea areas.
The replacementofCaseyis part of Australia's current
rebuilding programme in which its three permanent stationsCasey, Davis and Mawson, will all be replaced. The
Department of Housing and Construction (DHC), acting
as client to the Australian Antarctic Division (AAD),
began work in 1979-80. Old Casey, located on a rock
peninsula and separated from the mainland by Thala
Valley, consists of buildings on an elevated scaffolding
structure set across the prevailing wind (Figs. 2 and 3).
Subject to continual snow drift and stress failures, the
buildings havesufferedextensivestructuraldeterioration.
New Casey, 0.7 km from the old, was built mainly in
1986-87. The old station is scheduled for eventual removal.
Areasadjacent to Casey withrich and diversecolonies
of moss, lichen, and algae were identified in the early
1960s but never designated as protected areas. Federal
environment legislation specifically requiring impact
assessment existed before the rebuilding programme
began. Yet the new station was built adjacent to Site of
Special ScientificInterest(SSSI)No 16(Fig. 1). Application of established principles of EPM was, and continues
to be, ignored by DHC and AAD. The result has been to
degrade severely the terrestrialenvironment surrounding
both old and new Casey stations, and the adoption of
misguided and inadequate management practices.
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Fig. 2. 'Old' Casey in
foreground: looking
north across Newcombe Bay to Clark
Peninsula and the
site of Wilkes Station.

Planning and management legislation
Antarctic Treaty and related recommendations
International obligations for protection of the Antarctic
environment derive from the Antarctic Treaty and subsequent measures formulated and agreed by the ATCPs. The
Agreed Measures for the Conservation of Antarctic Fauna
and Flora 1964 provide for the conservation of flora and
fauna and the protection of the environment. The preamble to the Agreed Measures considers the whole of the
treaty area to be a 'Special Conservation Area', and the
measures provide for two categories of protected areas,
Specially Protected Areas (SPAs) and Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSIs).
However, Article VII (Agreed measures, Harmful
Interference) permits the disturbance of a protected area to
provide for the establishment, supply and operation of
stations. As a result there are instances where stations, huts
and helipads have been established in protected areas, for
example on King George Island, South Shetland Islands
(Headland and Keage 1985). There is strong evidence
from other sources that these sites are accorded insufficient environmental protection (Kriwoken and Keage
1989).
Station activities were addressed at the Eighth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting of 1975, where a 'code of
conduct' was promulgated fornations tocover the disposal
of wastes by expeditions and stations. The code
recommends interalia that liquid waste should be macerated and flushed to sea, non-combustibles dumped in the
sea and combustibles burnt, but batteries, all plastics,
" rubber, and radioisotopes should be removed from the
Treaty area (Bonner 1984: 839). The twelfth consultative
meeting in 1983 recommended (XII-3) that ATCPs undertake EIAs before constructing or expanding stations and
when conducting scientific studies. However, nowhere in

the Antarctic Treaty system are there guidelines on the
siting of permanent stations, summer bases, or research
facilities with respect to environmentally sensitive areas.
Specific management plans designating the size and design of the bases and the extent and operating criteria of
station activities in a region are not required for scrutiny.
There is no comprehensive view of future station development and no requirement for EIAs or EPM.
Australian legislation and administrative responses
Under the Agreed Measures and the Antarctic Treaty
(Environment Protection) Act 1980 arising from them,
Australia declared two SSSIs in the Newcom be Bay region
(Fig. 1). Bailey Peninsula SSSI No 16, immediately
adjacent to new Casey, protects a diverse assemblage of
moss and lichen communities, and was designated inter
alia as a site to assess human impact (plate 3). Clark
Peninsula SSSI No 17, east of Wilkes, contains moss and
lichen communities used as control sites from which
baseline data are collected to enable changes adjacent to
Casey to be monitored. SSSI No. 16 has been severely
degraded by operations associated with the Casey rebuilding programme.
The Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals)
Act 1974-75 requires consideration of environmental
impact of proposed Australian activities in Antarctica.
The Act is intended to ensure that matters affecting the
environment, to a significant extent, are taken into account
in all plans and actions of federal agencies, and provides
for four levels of assessment: initial evaluation of the
proposal; preparation of a Public Environment Report
(PER); preparation ofan Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS); and an examination by a Commission of Inquiry.
However, no Australian Antarctic re-supply operations, construction and expansion of stations or scientific
programmes have ever been subject to a PER, EIS, or a
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Fig. 3. New road connecting 'old' Casey Station to the mainland across Thala Valley.

Commission of Inquiry. The initial evaluation of the
rebuilding programme required AAD to lodge a notice of
intention to the then Department of Science and the Environment (DSE) in 1980. Further clarification was provided by AAD: '[t]he impact upon the environment
caused by the proposed rebuilding of Australian Antarctic
stations will be confined to existing station areas and is,
therefore, considered not to be a serious imposition'
(Australia 1981a). However, the same report identified
two significant impacts:
* permanent alteration and contamination of soils in icefree areas by physical means such as vehicular traffic,
aircraft landings, etc. and the introduction of exotic
food sources; and
* alteration of the physical components of the ecosystem
so as to spoil their global benchmarks or as data for
such processes as climatological changes and longer
term solar activity and its changes.
DSE concluded that' ... it should not be necessary to
recommend to the Minister that an environmental impact
statement be prepared' (Australia 1981b: 541). Thus
because the Act is discretionary rather than mandatory,
rebuilding programme activities have never been subject
to a PER or an EIS, even when permanent alteration and
contamination of soils and alteration of the physical
components of the ecosystem was acknowledged. The
environmental impact predicted to be 'confined to exisiting station areas' was never defined in areal terms, nor
were the boundaries of the station area mapped.
Atan operational level, AAD, with a 1987-88 budget
of A$49.248 million (ANARE News 1987: 14) within the
enlarged Department of Arts, Science, the Environment,
Tourism and Territories (DASETf), has an Environment
Committee in which environmental policy is interpreted
and management implemented. The Committee is an

advisory body to the Board of Management of AAI.
providing advice on environmental aspects of Australian
National Antarctic Research Expedition (ANARE) activities and ways in which impact on the environment can
be minimized, and general Antarctic matters (Antarctic
Science Advisory Committee 1986: 58). It consists of
representatives from AAD, DHC, and DASETI.
The Committee at present includes no full-time environmental planner responsible for co-ordinating activities, and it has no function in operational or forward
planning activities or policy initiatives. From 1983 to
1990 the Committee has never recommended that any
Australian Antarctic activity be subject to a PER or EIS.
It seems that, with respect to on-going AAD projects, the
Committee has actually operated to divert environmental
review from those outside. In 1982 it voluntarily disbanded for twelve months because its recommendations
were totally ignored by AAD management, which was not
obliged to address them. This represented a critical time
when forward planning and EIA were urgently required,
and the Committee had its highest potential value. Currently (1990) only four of its 13 members have expertise
in biology or environmental studies; the rest are exofficio
with no special environmental planning skills.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the need for EPM in
station activities has been continually overlooked by the
Committee. It would appear that the AAD has neither the
expertise nor the inclination for such activities, with the
result that operational and development concerns, including the rebuilding programme, continue to enjoy priority
over environmental planning and management.

Impacts at the Wilkes/Casey site
Despite the wording of the 1980 AAD report, impact upon
the environment caused by the rebuilding of Australian
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Fig. 4. Northwest corner of SSSI No. 16, immediately adjacent to 'new' Casey Station.

Antarctic stations is not confined to 'existing station areas'. The new Casey occupies a new site 0.7 Ian from the
old. Appropriate recognition of the sensitivity of the icefree land, and particularly the nearby protected area, was
not given prior to station expansion. The arrival of
engineers and construction crews brought many more
people into the area, infrastructure and facilities expanded,
and impact on the whole of the surrounding ice-free area
increased significantly.
The extended Casey area has become a high-density
settlement with large energy consumption and waste disposal requirements. The impact of the rebuilding programme is well documented: associated air pollution is
having short-term and long-term environmental impact on
the adjacent terrestrial ecology (Lewis-Smith 1986). SSSI
No 16, containing rich lichen and moss communities and
supporting long-term taxonomic, ecological, and physiological research, has been seriously degraded. At the 1985
Senate Standing Committee on National Resources evidence was received that:
... a lake beside Casey dramatically altered as a result
of ground in the catchment being disturbed, resulting
in glacier flour entering the lake; cement dust broadcast extensively; plastic cement bags disposed of by
throwing them in the sea, only to re-appear on the
shores; morainic rock at Mawson being used to feed
rock-crushers for concrete production; various engineering manipulations to provide adequate water supply, particularly to meet the heavy demands of the

water-flush toilet system being introduced... (Australia 1985: 75).
The three periods of expansion have cumulatively
degraded the environment ofBalley and Clark peninsulas.
Neither of the old stations has been cleared, so impacts
have therefore spread over an unnecessarily large area; in
just over 30 years 9.5 ha of the ice-free land surrounding
Newcom be Bay have been irreversibly changed (Table 1).
In addition, there are three field huts within 22 krn of
Casey.
The length and complexity of roads, an excellent index
of clustering of station facilities, has increased ten-fold
(Table 1). Approximately 2 krn of road now service a
widely dispersed station area, with associated increases in
fuel consumption, dust, and congestion. Fuel consumption for station operation has increased over four-fold
(Table 1). The new road on the causeway linking old and
new Casey has been subject to an increased level of
maintenance activity. Until the old station is closed and
removed, fuel use will remain high. The AAD 'notice of
intention' made no mention of the problems of a widely
dispersed station and increased fuel consumption.
Increased station population has not brought about a
proportional increase in scientific personnel. The winter
population has not changed greatly in 30 years, but summer population has almost doubled (Table 1): most visits
are occurring when the ice-free terrestrial ecosystem is
most vulnerable to impact. The AAD 'notice of intention'
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Fig. 5. Cables servicing a radio transmitter in SSSI No. 16
laid directly on protected moss beds.

did not cite any increasein numbers or associated impact
on the terrestrial ecosystem.
Scientific commitment to Casey seems to be eroding.
The glaciology programme hasstopped,withonly a summer drillingprogramme planned. In 1988-89 one biologist over-wintered. If stations are justifiedfor theirscientificrole, Caseyis almostsolelyjustified by its terrestrial
biologyprogramme. Critical to this research is the adjacent SSSI, the very area that the rebuilding programme
placed in jeopardy. Ecosystems close to new Casey are
fragile, with small capacity to absorb change, including
fellfield communities of lichen and mosses(Benninghoff
and Bonner 1985). Vulnerability of the moss beds was
recognized in the 'notice of intention', and one site alternativewasrejectedbecauseof itspotentialimpact(Australia 1981b: 580). However, new Casey stands on the
northern edge of the most sensitive area. The question of
minimizing its impactby locating iton thesiteofoldCasey
does not seem to have warranted seriousconsideration.
Though moss beds immediately southeast of new
CaseyreceivedtheirSSSIstatusin 1985,botholdandnew
Caseyoperations hadalready adversely affected thearea.
Concretemixing senta plumeof alkalinecementdustfrom
the batchingplant,oftencovering the adjacentmoss beds
andcontaminating thesoil(Lewis-Smith 1986),anda twoha moss bed adjacentto new Casey and outside the SSSI
wasalmostkilledby pollution (ibid.). SSSI status has not

ensured adequate protection from station activity: close
proximity, though ideal for research, maximizes chances
of disturbance. Cables servicing the radio transmitter at
the south end of the protected area havebeen laid directly
on the mossbeds (Fig.5) and,with the cycle of freezeand
thaw, have becomeembedded. These are the very moss
beds the SSSI was designated to protect, and an area
criticalto the terrestrial biology programmewhichlargely
justified Casey's existence.
Wilkes, on a 1.5 ha site, consistsof dilapidatedwood
and canvas buildings, abandoned heavy equipment, fuel
drums, wood, wire, cable, and plastic (Fig. 6). The site
cannotreadilybe cleanedup byCaseypersonnel:rehabilitationwillrequirea massivecollaborativeeffort,presumablybetweenAustralia and theUnitedStates,withremoval
of dangerous and environmentally deleterious substances
given highpriority. As a formerIGY stationWilkes may
have some historicvalue: therecould be a case for restoring one or more buildings of historic importance and
developing interpretative and educational material for
future visitors.
Wastematerials havebeengeneratedfrom therebuilding programme and the old Casey site, and a formal
comprehensive wastemanagement programme is needed
to deal with it. Old Casey, like Wilkes, may include
representative buildingsof historicimportance thatshould
be preserved. Bermssurrounding bulk fuel storage tanks
are needed to contain fuel in the event of a leakage or
spillage, and careful monitoring is needed during fuel
transferoperations.

Recommendations
Clearly,neitherinternational nor national legislation currentlyprovideadequatemanagement guidancefor station
activities in Antarctica. Measures under the Treaty are
largely discretionary, prescribing largely-meaningless
conservation measures for Antarctica and failing to support them in practical ways. National legislation, which
mightbe expectedto makeup for thesedeficiencies, does
not do so. Regionalzoningand stationmanagement plans
arenotrequired:discretionary legislation allowsEIAsand
similar planning measures to be ignored by responsible
authorities. The AAD has no environmental planner.
Australian Antarctic Territory is therefore accorded a
much lower level of environmental protection and management than is presentlyfound in continental Australia.
Antarcticoperatorssuch as AADare often simultaneously the developer supporting re-supplyand rebuilding
activities and the environmental watchdog enforcing

Table 1 - Environmental impacts of Wilkes, 'Old' Casey, and 'New' Casey stations .• Includes remote radio communications facilities .•• Index of clustering of station facilities .••• Includes only power station fuel consumption; fuel
used for vehicles and field work would be extra.
operating
fuel usage
length of
area'
construction
Winter
summer
period
roads" (m) (I x 1000)*·· time (years)
population
population
(ha)
1956-69
Wilkes
<200
18-25
45
1.5
200
0.5
22-28
45
1969-88
'Old' Casey
400
-410
4
2
1988-?
25-35
80
'New' Casey
2000
-700
6
8+
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Fi9.. 6. Abandoned fuel drums and heavy equipment,
Wilkes Station.

environmental policy, allowing development and operational priorities to take precedence over environmental
planning and management. Environmental planners do
not regularly visit and inspect stations, examining all
aspectsof operations overextended periodsof time. Present environmental reviews are conducted on a short-term
basis as opportunity presents, and do not allow for longterm studies. The responsibility inherent in Australia's
claim to 42% of Antarctica is largely ignored.
Regional plans
Regional plans must be developed for all stationareas, to
protectterrestrial and marine environments. Spatialseparation or zoning should be adopted as the primary means
of regulating incompatible uses, so thatsensitiveareascan
be protected from damaging activities. Zoning in the
regional landusecontext includes thegeneration ofzoning
plans and zoning classifications. The former involves
setting up a management plan for a geographic region
where certain activities are permitted. Regional plans
shouldaddressthecumulative impactofhumanactivityon
regional dependent and relatedecosystems, withresearch
programmes to measure cumulative effects assessment
(Sontagg andothers1988) incorporated. Flexibleregional
environmental databases or geographic information systems (Buckley 1988) should becomemanagement tools.
Regional plans must recognize the importance of
Antarctic culturalheritage, forexample in theNewcombe
Bay region where three generations of Antarcticstations
stand side-by-side. Australia has a unique opportunity to
lead in thisdirection by instigating projects thatdocument
Wilkes and old Casey,and promote guidelines to manage
these historic sitesand heritage resources. These projects
shouldbe included in the planning andbudgeting of AAD.
Management plans
A secondresearch priority should be the development of
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management plans for all AAT stations, covering all
human activities in or associated with the station, that
recognizes thesensitivityof thesurrounding terrestrial and
marineecosystem. Kriwoken and Keage (1989) suggest
that stationboundaries and plans of management need to
be implemented to establish management responsibility
for stationoperations. As suggested by Benninghoffand
Bonner(1985), theserequireEIAstoserveas baselines for
future human impactassessment
EIAs should be mandatory for all rebuilding programmes in order thatpublic reviewand commentcan be
solicited. Anecological framework forEIA developed by
Beanlandsand Duinker(1983), using the conceptof Valued Ecosystem Components (VEC), should be adopted.
An environmental assessment and management simulationmodelbasedon Holling(1978) hasbeensuggested as
a possiblemeansto identifythe optimum (environmental)
stationsize (Keageand Quilty 1988: 10). This is a critical
component of the plan because boundaries that limit the
arealextentof stationexpansion delineateandzonehuman
activity to minimize impact on the surrounding ice-free
land. Stationsize must be considered as a function of the
host environment and in proportion to station function.
Geographic andpopulation criteriaaloneare notadequate.
Antarctic stationsnowcovergreaterareasas buildings
are widelyseparatedand continue to increase in number.
The volume of waste material and energy requirements
increase as stations become townships rather than small
scientific bases. Motivation for thesestationsas research
centres must be questioned. The settlement history of
WilkesLand,forexample,does notexemplify an expanding scientific commitment proportional to station expansion. Station expansion reflects increasing political, not
scientific, commitment to AAT.
In the instance of Casey, management plans should
include restrictions on type, extent, and use of vehicles.
Use of vehiclesoutside the station area shouldbe strictly
prohibited: vehiclesshouldnotbe allowedoffroadswithin
thestationarea,and no vehiclesshouldbe allowedwithin
the local SSSIs. The close proximity of SSSI No 16
requires thespecialdesignation of a bufferzonesurrounding the protected area. A review of the plan must be
accepted as a feature of the planning process to enable
policyadaptation to takeplace as necessary to ensure that
management objectives are attainable.
An Australian Antarctic Resources Committee
Australia urgently requires an independent body responsible for environmental planning and management in all
aspects of its Antarctic operations. The Canadian Arctic
Resources Committee (CARC) is an appropriate model,
incorporating a broad spectrumof planningand management. CARe is an independent analystwithwideranging
agendaincluding environmentally sensitive areas,cultural
heritage, nativeland claims,and oil and gas policy. With
a full-time staff of six and publicly funded, CARC
includes a multidisciplinary Working Committee withan
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agenda set by its members. Experts from various disciplines are encouraged to contribute.
An independent Australian Antarctic Resources
Committee (AARC) would have equally wide responsibilities analyzing all Australian Antarctic operations. An
AARC Working Committee would be appointed to provide prescriptive advice on long-term issues, replacing
AAD's inadequate reactive Environment Committee.
Advice would include inter alia assistance in station and
base layout and design, recommending projects for EIA
and monitoring, promoting protected area designations
and design, and suggestingscientificresearch. The Warking Committee could exchange its reports via the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) Working
Group on Biology and its Conservation Sub-Committee.
It could provide general advice on scientific matters related to EIA to agencies administering EIA procedures,
and promote the formal recognition of monitoring as an
integral component of the assessment process. Contributions from researchscientists and experts in EIA could be
solicited, and the importanceof co-operative researchand
study programmes acknowledgedand supported.
Summary and conclusions
In summary,the followingrecommendationsare intended
to stimulate further government thinking on Australia's
role in Antarctica:
* The appointment of an independent Australian
Antarctic Resources Council (AARC), with responsibilities for environmental planning and management in all
aspects of Australian Antarctic Territory operations, is
strongly recommended.
* Regional plans are needed, addressing the cumulative impact of human activity on regional dependent and
related ecosystems, with the aim of conserving the terrestrial and marine environment
* Managementplans includingEIAs are neededforall
AustralianAntarcticTerritorystations. They shouldcover
all human activities in or associated with the station, and
recognizethe sensitivityof the surroundingterrestrialand
marine ecosystem.
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